I _ Introduction
E~cilcd st;~fe prc~iart rrrtrafer is ;I be> srcp in rn.m>
energy rel~k:iiion 2nd structure
changing phenim~ena_
The stroug coupling bcr~ern
the pro~:1 pos~rion snd
the electronic
energies provides unportant
ch.mrteb
for these ultra-fast
rJdi~rrortIcu
procclse,
[i--3 I_ An
unusu;lI sys?em is [he 74kndoIe
(7X1) diIlitC which
xx-35disammxl

10 undergo

a s~nit~lta~icut~~ ctouhle pro-

ton tr.mster

process [G-S], rhcreb> gencrJting
a
frtutomcr of the original dimeric molcculc.
Particular
interest in the 7X1 system dcriles not only from rhe
double proton transfer phenomenon,
but recognition
[-II that the dimsr of 7A1, simiIiir fo rhe hydrogen
bonde.I brtsc pairs of Di\‘X_ could sertr ;ts I model for
tautomcrization
end thus possible mutagenic
behznior
in genetic material.
It \\as found upon photoescitation
of the ground
stnte hydrogen
bonded 7AI dimer that 2 fautomer
in
an excited state ~1s produced
(see fig_ I)_ The formarion of the tnutomer
in its excited singlet state is manifested by the appearance
of a new fluorescence
band
(origin at 430 nm) which is red-shifted
by 7500 cm-t
from the dimer absorption
origin at 335 nm (see fig_ 1).
In the present studies picosecond
Iaser methods
hake
been used to investigate
this very rapid double proton
transfer process_ The kinetics of the tautomer
formation, indiultive
of the transfer step, has been moni?ored at room temperature
and 77 K by mezsurement
of
the tautomer
fluorescence
risetime foilowing
photoexcitation with ZIpicosecond
light pulse_ In addition
excitation spectra of the dimer and tautomer
at 77 K
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Fig_ 1. PotentLI ener-v
=_ di.tg.m and structural diagram describing elated stauz double proton trsnsfcr in the iiaz.dndoIe II-bonded dimer. Rw is the excitation eners> and I-band
Ii- are rhe dimer zmd tauromer tluoresaxxe respecfirel> _
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2_ Experimental
Time-resolved
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with a spectroscopic
system consisting
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tautomer fluorescence ~3s collected
through filters passmg wavelengths bcrween 150 nm
JIU.I 560 mn. Thr? fluorescence
was displayed as CIiiinct!on of time on the streak amem
xxi recorded through
the use of.m OMA txith an over41 time resolution of
5 ps. To provide
a rime
retkrence
for signA
averaging
rend to monitor
the escihtion
pulse
width.
J 537 tim
prepulse wds recorded slightly ahead of the tluorescL’ncc on ctlch streak camera record.
7-,wGndole (Aldrich) was purified by recrystalhzation from dry cl clohexme ,md by vacuum sublimation_ S-meth) Ipentane (3MP) WAS purified. dried and
used as the soltent in all r\perimcnts.
The degsssed
8 X IO-; Xl 7X1 in %lP solution used in this work eahibitcd the same fluorescence spectra ;Lt 77 K snd X6
K .IS reported
in previous studies [-l-6] _The time-rcsolved fluorescence
signals were found to be independent of excitation intensity within .I pulse cnegy
range of0.005
to 0.1 ntJ. Ldser ewltation of t!le soivent zltone produced no observabIe sgnnl.
monic.

The

3_ Results and discussion
It is estimated

that more than S5% of the 7AI (IO-’
form at rootn tehiperature [6] _
The fluorescence spectrum consists of two well-resolved bands arising from t!le residual monomer emission
peaked at 330 nm and the tdutomer emission peaked
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for less tbsn 20% of the tzutomer emission_
Preliminary measurements cxried out at slower streak
camera speeds indicate that the smsll slower componr’nt must Ieke off in about 1 ns.
The presence of a fast snd slow component in the
tautomer flucrescence suggests that there are at least
two different pathttays for the generation of the
t.mtomer. If there were only one pathway for tautomerir.tion. then only the more rapid step would be observed_ Support for the idea of different chztnncts for
tautomerizatlon
is obtained from measurements of the
emission spectrum at 77 K. Excitation of the system
at 263.5 nm (either with a cw source or a picosecond
laser pulse) revealed two well-resolved bands. One
responsible

hi) exists In the dimeric

in the visible at 430

nm. There

is no evidence

for emis-
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the dimer at room temperature
[6] _The risetime of the tautomer
fluorescence
following
photoescitation at 263.5 nm. fig.?, is so rapid rhrtt it cannot
be resolved by the laser-streak
camera system. The
double proton transfer step producing the tautomer is
sion from

therefore

faster

than 5 ps at room

At 77 K a major portion

temperature_

of the tautomer
fluorescence rise appears within the excitation pulse width
(fig..3) as was found to be the case at room temperature_ The risetime of this major component is therefore 5 ps or less. The slowly rising minor component is
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l?g. 3. Streak camera record of the tautomer fhrorescenn
of
8 X 10e3 bI 7-azaindole in 3-methyipentxne gIass at 77 R slso
shoxins rhe prepulse. This is the awragr: of the results of
three laser shots.
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To proside n framework fix these variow esperimental measurements
it simpfe model is employed,
name& an escited state patential surface with a barrier separating the dimer and tautomer forms. The
height of the barrier can be direct ty estimated by taking
the energy difference between the first peak in the
tantomer and dimer excitation spec:n at 77 K. In this
wvq nn upper limit to the barrier height of approximate& 700 cm-’ is obtained, This is in good agreement with the SO0 cm-t barrier estimated in earlier
studies [6f _ Excitation at 253-S nm therefore prepares
the system in an excited state which is significantly
above the excited surface bzirrier. The geometric structure of the initktliy excited mokctde corresponds to
the ground state dimeric structure (protons on the indoiic nitrogens) (see fig_ I)_ However, at this energy
above the barrier the state must be described as some
superposition of dimer zmd tautomer states- Energy
relaxation from this initialiy prepared state can occur
down to the zero point excited dimer IeveI&, or the
232

This stn$e surf&x model is thus seen to be consistent ;I irh the esperxmeut;tlly observed t ime-resaIved
t~tttamer fJttorcscence. tltc dimer and tautomer exitstittn spectra. zmd the temperature dependcnces of the
tautomer tend dinter emissions f6j_ However, more dctailed mezwremilnts
could require .t tnure complex
modei based au sweral exited stare portnthl
surtkes.
To more fully cfucitfme donbk proton trmtsfer further
experiments covering it range of temperatures,
ehcitation energies. and the effects of deutemtion rarein
progress,
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